Guidelines for University of Missouri Extension curriculum

With support from the Missouri Foundation for Health, MU Extension’s Health Insurance Education Initiative (HIEI) team developed a comprehensive curriculum called *Health Insurance Education: Options for you and your family*.

**Contents of the curriculum**

The curriculum contains five sections, but it is designed so that you can choose sections to fit the needs of a particular audience.

**MU Extension curriculum:**

1. Health Insurance Education: Options for you and your family — The basics (35 slides)
2. Health Insurance Education: Options for you and your family — In-depth (72 slides)
3. Optional add-on: Supplemental information for specific groups (including older adults; young adults; farmers; immigrants; self-employed; unemployed; and lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender individuals)
4. Optional add-on: Employer-sponsored insurance: What employees need to know
5. Optional add-on: Changes to Medicare

Use either the “basics” or “in-depth” version of the MU Extension curriculum as your main presentation. The “in-depth” section contains all the slides of the “basics” section with added information about government financial help and penalties. You can add any of the other optional sections (supplemental information, employer-sponsored insurance, changes to Medicare) to tailor the presentation for your audience.

**Guidelines for using the curriculum**

We require that you follow the guidelines below when using our copyrighted curriculum. This is based on advice from the University of Missouri legal team:

- Please do not share this curriculum directly with others. Please refer anyone who would like a copy to [http://extension.missouri.edu/cb24](http://extension.missouri.edu/cb24). When they purchase the curriculum, we can track usage and ensure that they receive updates.

- You may combine or hide the slides to create a presentation that works for your group or audiences; however, we ask that you not change the content on the slides or notes (e.g., do not add bullets, text or copy and paste slides or information into other presentations). If you would like to add a slide to identify your agency and presenter, please do so by placing the slide without Cover Missouri and Extension logos as the FIRST slide in the presentation (before the title slide). This curriculum may not be altered or reproduced in any way (other than the presentation mode) without the written permission of the HIEI team.

- The curriculum is accurate and current to the best of our knowledge, but we realize that continuing updates will be necessary. When you purchase the curriculum, you will receive links to updated versions until the next Oct. 1. After that, an annual update fee will apply if you want to purchase the updated curriculum for the next enrollment period. We ask that you always use the most updated information we provide.
By downloading the curriculum through the link we provide, you are agreeing to follow our guidelines for curriculum use. For more information, please contact Brenda Procter at procterb@missouri.edu, Graham McCaulley at mccaulleyg@missouri.edu, or Molly Vetter-Smith at vettersmithm@missouri.edu.

MU Extension has provided this information to help Missouri residents make informed health insurance decisions by understanding options and responsibilities outlined in the Affordable Care Act. MU Extension provides factual information on public policies such as the ACA.